
TAGHDIR ALMAS KHAVARMIANEH

IRAN-TURKEY



ABOUT US
Taghdir Almas Khavarmianeh (TAKM Co) was established
in 2015,mainly concentrated on food industry.Using Iranian
most qualified manufacturers in different cooperation
methods (consortium, joint-Venture,...) TAKM has been
active in local and international markets. Thanks to the
sophisticated management team who previously gained at
last 20 years international and local business experiences
of production sources & comprehensive understanding of
the local and international markets.

VISION
Introducing the Iranian food industry to the international
market is the main target of the company.
Meanwhile we try to cover lack of flexibility to some potential
customers ‘demands and market obstacles against
manufactures. Under the shadow of comprehensive
recognition of manufacturers and local and international
customers we do our best to act as a safe bridge.       
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 COMPANY INTRODUCTION
Takm has the honor to collect a various range professions
and experiences in food industry and other industries in
order to recognize the detailed requirements and service
demands of the customers in chain markets and
international markets.
In this respect the company has been able to establish
mutual cooperation and business in china, uae, iraq,
turkey, france, etc.
The management team with decades of experience in
different industries always followed a progressive market
plan and better mutual understanding.
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PRODUCT
Saffron
Chocolatebar
Herbal Tea
Tomato Paste
Date
Dired fruit
Spices

BRANDS
Vanestan
Mabel Saffron
Sepidal land Tea
Aziz Ana
Chocologo
Niavaran
Chakra food
Paramont
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Our team, with Vanestan brand, using qualified saffron
farms in Khorasan province in Iran present one of the best
quality saffron in local and international markets.our team
apply updated facilities in planting, holding and harvesting
saffron and have direct control and inspection on
production, package, shipment and distributing in order to
present the most qualified product in the market. In this
respect, our executive and controling team have the whole
process of production and delivery under their control and
observation. In order to increase our customers'
satisfaction and promoting our brand, Vanestan, our expert
and profesional team apply special standardized
instructions which help us to be responsive to any claims
and suggestions from our respectful customers.
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chocologo group has started its
activity since 2014 as a pioneer in
customized special chocolate. one
decade continious experience and
following the newest know-how as
well as modern technology and
machinary have lead us to the new
and unique products in the
market. welcome to taste different
and everlasting product with
chocologo.
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Almond Chocolate bar
Mixed Fruit Chocolate bar
Mixed nuts Chocolate bar
Sour Cherry Chocolate bar
Hazelnut Chocolate bar
Banana Chocolate bar
Apple & Cinnamon Chocolate bar
Apple Chocolate bar
Cashew Chocolate bar
Strawberry Chocolate bar
Pistachios Chocolate bar
Blackberry Chocolate bar

Brand : Chocologo Farilo
Item From : Bar
Flavor : Chocolate & Fruit & Nut
Size 15.5 * 8 Cm (Pack Of 45)
Net Wieght Chocolate : 100 gram 



Head Office (IRAN)
No.6 .Sixth Floor .block A .Yademan Tower .North Taleghani
.Alborz. Iran
Tel: +98026 3401 8844
Fax: +98026 3401 8855
Commercial Unit :
phone 1: +98912 666 8454
phone 2: +98912 143 7220
Email : 
Info@Tagmidd.com
       Commercial@tagmidd.com
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Turkey Branch
Osmaniye Mah. Tahsin Pehalivan Sok.N:13. Resadiye.Turkey 
Tel 1: +90 546 970 6083
Tel 2: +98912 143 7220
Email : 
Info@Bozkayatarim.com
       Turkey@tagmidd.com
       Represented By Mr Muhammet Yusef Bozkaya


